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Preface
The social and environmental inadequacies of conventionally defined economic growth
have led to the advocacy of "sustainability" as a more appropriate goal for national
development. The concept has been placed on the international agenda by the World
Commission on Environment and Development. In New Zealand, "the sustainability
of natural and physical resources" is part of the long title of the Environment Act
1986. More significantly, the purpose of the proposed Resource Management Act is
"to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources".
The broad goal of "sustainable development" is not easy to translate into practical
strategies. A promising approach to firming up the concept is via the formulation of
"indicators of sustainable development". The discipline of measurement should lead
to more rigorous analysis.
Energy has been termed the ultimate resource and the ultimate pollut3nt. Energy is
Ubiquitous, driving all processes both natural and man-made; the impacts of its
production and use are also everywhere. Sustainable development could not have
meaning as a national goal unless it were also a goal of energy policy. In this
publication the notion of using quantitative indicators as a means of measuring
sustainable energy development is explored.
This publication follows a series on natural resource accounting prepared for the
Ministry for the Environment. Natural resource accounting is an attempt to
incorporate consideration of resource depletion and environmental degradation into
national decision making. The most recent of these publications (Information Paper
No. 26) is an examination of the feasibility of preparing energy accounts for New
Zealand. Energy accounting is another approach to the problem of measuring
sustainable energy development.
Whilst this publication is an attempt to formulate indicators of sustainable development
for energy it raises more questions than it answers. However, it is a beginning and
would be best used as a basis for discussion.
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1 Introduction
t.l Sustainable development - an issue in the nineties
The concept of sustainability is a both a catch cry of the environmental movement and
a new focus for environmental policy. In fact, sustainability is consistent with the old
traditions of stewardship, kaitiakitanga, and others. New interest in what is essentially
an "old" concept has arisen because the social and physical consequences of
conventionally measured development have become too obtrusive to ignore.
Sustainability has received wide international recognition through the report of the
World Commission on Environment and Development. The Commission called for a
transition to sustainable development. In what is known as the Brundtland Report,
sustainable development is defmed as "development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs" (WCED,
1987, p.43).
In spite of the degree of international acceptance received by the Brundtland Report,
the concept of sustainability continues to be controversial. The task of defining the
concept has remained elusive. What precisely should we be trying to sustain?

"Like the words 'environment " 'democracy' and 'religion', it is a
high-sounding notion that is used to confer moral righteousness to a
particular line of reasoning ... but suppressed within which are
nagging doubts about how to justify it in practice. Nevertheless there
is an important kernel of common argument about the concept - hence
its maddening tenacity in the lexicon of contemporary
environmentalism" (0 'Riordan, 1985, p.52).
Just because sustainability is a high-sounding notion is no reason to abandon it. We
have not abandoned high-sounding notions like democracy. It is unthinkable that the
word "democracy" could be removed from our language; further, the concept behind
this particular high-sounding notion is translated (however imperfectly) into public
policy and legislation around the world. A similar rough but effective translation could
occur for the high-sounding notion of sustainability.
Most writers on the subject discuss the multifaceted nature of the concept, that is,
sustainable development is to be applied to social, economic and institutional as well as
physical environments.
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There is a tension between keeping sustainable development wide enough to
incorporate all these concerns and narrow enough to have some chance of making the
concept workable. A common approach is to treat the physical dimension as a "bottom
line". For renewable resources, such a "bottom line" is relatively easy to defme on
both the source and sink sides and a number of writers have proposed principles of
sustainable development like the following.
"(a) development subject to a set of constraints which set resource
'harvest' rates no higher than managed or natural regeneration rates;
and (b) use of the environment as a 'waste sink' on the basis that
disposal rates should not exceed rates of (natural or managed)
assimilation by the counterpart ecosystems" (Pearce, 1988, p.58).
The formulation of principles of "physical" sustainable development for
non-renewable resources is far more difficult. For this reason O'Riordan comments
that the easiest approach to sustainability is in terms of the three great renewable
resources: forestry, agriculture and fisheries (O'Riordan, 1985, p.79).
This publication is about the sustainable development of energy resources. Energy is a
complex resource or set of resources; fitting energy into a sustainable development
framework is not an easy task.
It may be easier to make progress by focusing on "unsustainability" rather than

sustainability. We strive to make society more equitable by removing specific
inequities; we strive to make the economy more efficient by removing specific
inefficiencies. Can we strive to make our national development more sustainable by
eliminating unsustainable practices?1
Which practices are unsustainable? A Canadian group has asserted that activities are
not sustainable when they:

-

require continual inputs of non-renewable resources,
use renewable resources faster than their rate of renewal,
cause cumulative degradation of the environment,
require resources in quantities that could never be available for
people everywhere, and
lead to the extinction of other life forms" (Guideposts Project,
1991).

1 There is a danger in focusing too narrowly on unsustainable practices. Elimination of specific
unsustainable practices could lead to SUb-optimisation of the whole. An example occurs in Section
4.4 in discussing the indicator, "fossil fuel electricity as a percentage of total electricity".
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Before leaving what O'Riordan calls a "tangled conceptual jungle", I follow Herman
Daly (1990) in urging that a distinction be made between sustainable development and
sustainable growth. Sustainable growth is impossible in a finite system, whereas
sustainable development, which is concerned with quality rather than quantity, may be.
The failure to make this distinction frequently causes a great deal of confusion.

1.2 Measuring sustainable development
Sustainable development has generated great interest because of widespread
dissatisfaction with the results of the export of the Western model of development to
the developing world. Clear-felling tropical rainforests, for instance, will produce a
flow of income for a while, but it is a flow produced by the liquidation of assets and is
not sustainable.

"What appears to be development may be illusory short term gains
denvedfrom depletion o/natural capital" (Foy and Daly, 1989, p.2).
The inadequacy of conventional economic indicators like Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) as measures of sustainable development has resulted in a variety of attempts to
correct and supplement the conventional indicators.
There are three major approaches to the problem of measuring sustainable
development.
The first involves correcting national accounting systems with the ultimate goal of
calculating a "green GDP" or a "sustainable national income". The second involves
the production of supplementary environmental and natural resource accounts, which
mayor may not be in monetary units. These are sometimes called satellite accounts
and should be compatible, although not necessarily integrated, with the standard
national accounts. Both of these approaches fall under the umbrella of "environmental
accounting" or "natural resource accounting" and descriptions of specific
methodologies and applications can be found in Wright (1989) and Wright (1990).
The third approach is the one explored here, that is, the formulation of a set of
indicators that reveals the direction and speed of change in relevant areas. The aim of
this project is to postulate a set of indicators for a sustainable energy strategy.
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2 Indicators
2.1 What are indicators?
There is nothing new about the notion of using other indicators to supplement the
standard economic indicators. In the seventies, there was great interest in the
development of social indicators for giving a more multidimensional measure of human
wellbeing. During the eighties, various sets of indicators of environmental quality
were developed and published in "state of the environment" reports.
A set of indicators of sustainable development and a set of indicators of environmental
quality may overlap but will not be identical. A set of indicators of sustainable
development may include economic, social and institutional as well as physical
indicators, whereas indicators of environmental quality measure physical phenomena
(although the selection of such indicators is bas.!c; on social perceptions).
An indicator is not simply a statistic.

"... it is evident that indicators contain more information than
statistics. The latter form a collection of observed data to be used
for all sons of applications. The former are thriftily selected data
assumed to have a causal relationship with a theoretical concept"
(Vos et aI., 1984, p.6, my emphasis).
Because indicators must be widely understood in order to serve their social purpose,
they are necessarily compromises between scientific description and "the social demand
for concise information" (Vos et al., 1984, p.6). A set of indicators that has been
weighted together in some fashion, that is, an index, is attractive because of its
conciseness but must be developed and used carefully.
A set of indicators of sustainable development would ideally be analogous to the
standard economic indicators that are widely used and accepted. Economic indicators
such as real GDP, price indices, terms of trade and numbers of unemployed are
published regularly. They cannot be weighted together into a single grand economic
index, but together build up a picture, albeit a different picture in different minds.
Similarly, there would not be a single interpretation of a set of indicators of sustainable
development.
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2.2 What makes an indicator useful?
It is not an easy matter to devise useful indicators. In work on measuring global

sustainability, researchers at the University of Wisconsin point out that most proposed
indicators of sustainability are not the most sensitive or useful measures. The
Wisconsin group suggest nine criteria for evaluating sustainability measures (Liverman
et al., 1988). These nine criteria are listed below. Brief explanations (where
necessary) and comments are added.
1. Sensitive to change in time.
An indicator must be recorded at a sufficiently frequent time interval to detect trends
and variations. A good indicator should be capable of separating normal cycles
from trends towards, or away from, a sustainable state.
2. Sensitive to change across space or within groups.
National averages can hide vast differences. The authors suggest that one way to
deal with the problem of distribution is to focus on ''people or places at greatest

risk, for example infants or the poor, or the ecological margins of forests or
deserts. "
3. Predictive or anticipatory.
Indicators are very valuable when they can be used to predict or anticipate
unsustainable conditions.
4. Reference or threshold values are available.
Some trends have no meaning unless they can be assessed against some reference
value.
5. Unbiased.
This criterion is probably an ideal rather than an attainable goal. A few indicators
like life expectancy contain little cultural bias.
6. Reversible or controllable.
Reversibility is particularly important in protecting the sustainability of the
biophysical environment. A primary focus of a concern for posterity must be to
avoid a bequest of irreversible damage to life support systems. Indicators are
required that will give warning of such damage.
7. Appropriate data transformation.
Raw data do not generally make good indicators. Indicators are generally in the
form of ratios incorporating reference levels. Rates-to-stocks or rates-to-goals is the
preferable form for indicators (Opschoor, 1989, p.15).
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8. Integrative.
Composite indicators weight various component indicators into an index and are
appealing on the grounds of simplicity. A good example is the Air Pollution Index
used in Canada. However, such indices must not be interpreted too lightly. This
particular index is designed only "to indicate threats to people with problems of the
pulmonary tract" (Hamilton, 1990, p.4); it does not capture all concerns about air
pollutants.
9. Relative ease of collection and use.
This last criterion is relatively self-explanatory. The Wisconsin researchers
conclude their discussion of the criteria by noting that indicators with "some
immediate social or political meaning", such as the concentration of a pollutant in
humans, will be better understood and more likely to be used by policy makers.

2.3 Attempts at devising indicators of sustainable development

At least one fundamental index of sustainable development has been suggested.
Herman Daly has argued for some years that the basic problem is the increasing
throughput of materials and energy in human society. What might form a reference
point for concern about this physical growth?
Since all societies rely on photosynthesis for food and for many other purposes, it has
been suggested that the net primary biological production (NPP) generated by
photosynthesis could form such a reference point, since maintaining this production
must be the key to sustainability (Shearer, 1989). The ratio of plant material
harvested by humans annually to the total NPP could form a global sustainability
index. This ratio has been calculated as currently being about 0.4 for terrestrial
ecosystems and about 0.25 for terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Vitousek et al.,
1986).
Most researchers are approaching the problem of measuring sustainable development in
a rather more disaggregated manner. Attention has focused on the three great
renewables. The sustainability of fisheries has been a focus of public policy and
legislation in New Zealand for some time and sustainable forestry and agriculture
systems are under study and, indeed, application to different extents.
One approach to the task of formulating indicators of sustainable development is to
identify indicators for the various aspects of sustainable development separately.
Holmberg et al. (1991) have proposed a list of measurement needs (not indicators,
altllOugh they are termed this) for sustainable agriculture broken down into four groups
- ecological; social/cultural; output; and economic, policy and institutional.
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Another approach is to combine different aspects into composite indicators. One
example of a relatively sophisticated indicator is cited by Liverman et al. (1988) as an
example of appropriate data transformation .. It is a "resource risk indicator" aimed at
defining the abundance of a resource and its vulnerability to anthropogenic change.
This indicator incorporates physical, economic and demographic data. Examples for
three tropical coastal ecosystems are given in "World Resources 1986" (World
Resources Institute, 1986, pp.154-156).

2.4 Energy indicators currently published
A variety of energy indicators are published in both international and national statistical
collections. Sometimes they are called indicators; in others, although the term is not
used, their function is clearly to provide indications of trends. The policy goals behind
the interest in the trends are seldom expressed although can generally be deduced. I
have found no lists of indicators of sustainable energy development, although some
existing energy indicators may well serve this purpose. Some of these are discussed
below.
The International Energy Agency publishes time series of "key indicators" for all the
OEeD countries (lEA, 1988). These indicators are a mix of single numbers and
ratios. Those applicable to New Zealand are as follows. The single numbers are
energy production, net imports, net oil imports, total primary energy requirements
(TPER), GDP, and population. The ratios are TPERlGDP, oil requirements/GDP and
TPERIpopulation. The concerns of the lEA can be assumed to be the economic
productivity of energy, the dependence of the economy on 0 11 imports, and the energy
demands of the population.
The World Resources Institute (WRI) has other concerns about energy that are revealed
by a different selection of energy data. Fllr example, the WRI is interested in trends in
the price of oil, and in energy use per dwelling in selected developed countries along
with populations experiencing and predicted to experience a fuelwood deficit (WRI,
1986).
The annual "BP statistical review of world energy" contains some statistics that meet
the criteria for indicators proposed by the Wisconsin group. These statistics include
time series, reference points (chiefly, world totals) and some transformations of raw
data (British Petroleum, 1990).
New Zealand's vehicle for summary energy statistics is the yearbook published by the
Department of Statistics. An examination of the "1988-89 official yearbook" shows
that these statistics are poor indicators in terms of the Wisconsin criteria. There are
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some time series but none of the statistics are transformed into significant ratios. The
only reference point is given in a map showing the percentage of the workforce
employed in electricity, gas and water, where the reference point is the national
average. It is difficult to imagine how this information could be useful in measuring
sustainable development.
An enormous amount of energy information is given in the "Energy data file"
(Ministry of Commerce) but little of it could be considered "thriftily selected".
Concern about New Zealand's dependence on imported oil lingers on in this document.
A time series of the retail prices of petrol, diesel and fuel oil is given in constant
dollars, which provides, to some degree, a reference point. However, the following
table on the New Zealand oil import bill is given in current dollars and is, therefore,
almost meaningless in assessing the scale of the problem.
All these energy statistics are concerned with energy as a "source". However, many
major environmental problems derive from the production and consumption of energy
and it is probably more important to measure the impacts of energy use on the "sink"
functions of the environment. Many of the indicators found in state of the
environment reports, from the pH of rain to the concentration of lead in the blood of
children, are indicators of environmental damage deriving from energy use.
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3 Principles of sustainable energy development
3.1 A low impact energy path
In Chapter 1 the difficulty of defining sustainable development was discussed and it
was noted that the concept is most easily applied to the three great renewables of
fisheries, forestry and agriculture. With these three, environmental constraints on both
sources and sinks can be identified.
Defining how sustainable development might apply to energy is a much more difficult
task. Some of the fuels used to provide energy are renewable; some are not. There
are very different views on the potential for technology to continue to supply cheap
energy. There will continue to be uncertainty over the major environmental impact
attributable to energy use - accelerated global warming - for some time.
Yet unless some goals of sustainable development can be clearly identified for energy,
progress towards these goals cannot be measured. This seems axiomatic; yet in
practice, as discussed in Section 2.4, energy statistics are selected as indicators with no
clear notion of energy policy goals. If policy goals had been set and used to guide the
selection of the energy statistics in the "New Zealand official yearbook", one would
have expected the selection to have changed with the major shift in energy policy and
restructuring of the energy sector that has occurred in the last six years.
McChesney (1991) has examined what the adoption of sustainable development might
mean for energy policy in New Zealand by thoroughly studying the report of the
Brundtland Commission (WCED, 1987). For a range of interlinking reasons, the
Commission concluded that a low impact or low risk energy path must be the key
element of a sustainable development strategy and that a low energy path was an
immediately accessible way of achieving this.

"The low energy path needs to become accepted as the over-riding
objective of a sustainable development strategy. The Brundtland
Commission pointed out that developed countries at present use about
70% of global primary energy production, with a per capita
consumption some 10 times higher than in developing countries. The
low energy scenario discussed in the report allows for increased
energy use overall compared with present consumption, based on a
30% increase in primary energy consumption in developing countries,
but a 50% fall in industrial countries" (McChesney, 1991).
Although McChesney points out that this particular scenario is illustrative rather than
prescriptive, the direction of the required change is clear.
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"The Commission considered and ultimately rejected a 'high energy
path', because of the almost certain intensification of environmental
risks and uncertainties, and because of the severe economic
implications of the investment requirements" (McChesney, 1991).
A low energy path is certainly not a policy goal in New Zealand, although the energy
policy adopted by the Labour Party prior to the 1984 election stated that the Labour
Party's ''first objective will be to conserve energy". The current National Government
cannot achieve its carbon dioxide target with a high energy path.
The Brundtland Commission based the requirement for a low energy path on justice
between nations and generations and on the unacceptability of the environmental impact
of a high energy path in terms of current fuels. Thus, although progress toward a low
energy path might be measured largely in physical terms, social and economic
considerations are embedded frrmly into this over-riding objective.
The frrst set of energy indicators for sustainable development appears to be a set that
measures the overall energy path. Is New Zealand on a high or low energy path?
Then there are four specific components of a sustainable energy path that require
monitoring. These are discussed in tum in the next section.

3.2 Four components of a sustainable energy path
The frrst three components of a sustainable energy path are concerned with the role of
energy as a source, that is, with sustaining the benefits that energy provides. The
fourth is concerned with the demands energy makes on environmental sinks, that is,
with the costs that energy imposes.
A fifth component of a sustainable energy path, namely the equitable distribution of the
costs and benefits of energy use has been suggested (pers. comm., Ian McChesney,
1991). To the Brundtland Commission, the moral underpinning of sustainable
development is justice - both between generations and in the present. On a more
hardheaded level, an unjust distribution of the costs incurred and benefits provided by
energy leads to dissatisfaction and, hence, social instability.
However, after some thought I have not developed this component any further. The
concern of the Brundtland Commission was focused more on equity between countries
rather than equity within a country. Also, the notion of indicators of equity is familiar.
Indeed, some indicators of equity exist, for example, the average income of the top
20% of earners over that of the bottom 20%.
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A. Energy efficiency
There can be no painless transition to a low energy path without increasing the physical
efficiency with which energy is used and produced. The Brundtland Commission is
unequivocal on this.

"Energy efficiency should be the cutting edge oj national energy
policiesjor sustainable development" (WCED, 1987, p.196).
Therefore, indicators for measuring trends in the physical efficiency of energy use are
required.
B. Medium term energy security
The energy issue of the seventies was the vulnerability of oil-importing countries to
oil-exporting countries. It is an issue that has only temporarily "gone away". The
need for oil is ubiquitous and price escalation or supply disruptions would still damage
the New Zealand economy.
Self-sufficiency, whether in energy or any other "strategic resource", is unfashionable
in the current New Zealand market environment. Energy is viewed simply as a
commodity and in line with this, it is asserted that if we export enough wool, for
instance, we shall be able to buy the oil we require. In contrast, many developed
countries, notably Japan, have strong policies of energy security. In its review of the
energy sector in New Zealand, the first recommendation of the International Energy
Agency was:

"The Government oj New Zealand should .... continue to monitor the
impacts oj the substantial changes already made in the energy sector
and, in planning junher changes, ensvre that objectives such as
greater energy security and an improved environment are taken into
account along with the aims of improved economic efficiency and
development" (lEA, 1990, p.271, my emphasis).
Therefore, indicators for measuring our vulnerability to external changes in oil markets
are required.
C.

Long term transition to renewables

Numerous writers have pointed out that modem economies are fuelled by stock
resources - hydrocarbons - and that the world must learn to live on its energy income,
not on its energy capital. Through the history of industrialisation of the Western world,
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we have again and again put our energy eggs in one basket - switching from wood to
coal to oil.

"The Commission called for a broader and more sustainable mix of
energy sources, noting that renewable energy should form the
foundation of global energy structure during the 21st century"
(McChesney, 1991).
Therefore, indicators for measuring the nature of the mix of energy sources are
required.
D. Reducing environmental costs
There are many environmental costs associated with the production and consumption of
energy ranging from the loss of a local wild river to the potentially enormous global
effects of greenhouse warming. Although energy supply issues are currently seen as
irrelevant in New Zealand's new market economy, carbon dioxide emission associated
with energy consumption is a major policy issue, both domestically and internationally.
Therefore, indicators for measuring the environmental costs associated with energy
production, transport, and use are required.
In the next chapter, indicators for assessing the overall energy path and for these four
components are discussed.
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4 Some proposed indicators
4.1 Measuring a low impact energy path
The Brundtland Commission saw a low energy path for developed countries as an
accessible means of moving towards a low impact energy path for the world. If a low
energy path is essential for sustainable development, an obvious indicator is total
primary energy. It is not so obviom that this indicator should be presented along with
its time derivative - the rate of growth.
When an entity grows at a fIXed percentage in a time period, an exponential growth
curve results. An exponential curve becomes ever steeper. Currently, demand for
electricity in New Zealand is growing at two percent per year - a doubling time of 35
years. If demand were to grow at twice the rate - four percent per year - then the
doubling time would fall to 17.5 years, that is, demand would double by 2008. What
appear to be small increases in growth rates can change totals dramatically.
The third criterion of the Wisconsin group is predictive ability and total primary energy
(or total fuel of any kind) is an indicator with little predictive ability without
information on growth rates.
To understand the reasons for an increase or decrease in total primary energy, time
series of energy consumption by fuel and by sector are required. The first are
published in the "New Zealand official yearbook" (Department of Statistics). The
second are not published on a regular basis in New Zealand; they can be found in the
energy balances of the OECD countries (lEA, 1988) and have recently been put into a
more digestible form by Bertram (1990a).
Although disaggregated information is necessary for understanding the reasons for
change, aggregation is essential for answering the general question of the slope and
steepness of our energy path. However, energy analysis suffers from an "apples and
oranges" problem that makes the total primary energy a difficult quantity to estimate.
The difficulty lies largely in accounting for electricity; it is a problem that affects many
energy indicators and is particularly awkward to deal with in New Zealand.
In summing up primary energy for a country, all forms of energy must be converted to

a common unit. This is reasonably straightforward for fuels; coal and gas can be
expressed in terms of the hypothetical amount of oil that bums to give the same amount
of heat. But how is this to be done for electricity? A kWh of electricity produces
3.6 MJ of heat when run through a resistance heater, but it take[ ~bout three times as
much fuel to generate this same kWh in a thermal power plant. In terms of primary
energy, does 1 kWh of hydroelectricity equal 3.6 MJ or 3.6 x 3 MJ?
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In the OEeD energy balances, 1 kWh is converted to 9.4 MJ for all countries except
Norway (lEA, 1988, p.172). Norway, like New Zealand, produces most of its
electricity in hydro plants not thermal plants and it seems odd that a compromise
conversion factor is not also used for New Zealand electricity. 1
It is not a simple matter to assess the direction and rate of change in New Zealand's

overall energy path. Should we, in fact, try to do so? Is it necessary in aiming at an
overall objective of a low impact energy path for New Zealand to decrease our overall
energy use?
After all, sustainable development is a global concept. If our energy production is low
impact it might be preferable for New Zealand to increase its indigenous energy
production and export more energy-intensive products. The international statistics,
whereby we judge New Zealand's energy performance, only measure direct energy
use. Because of this and because of the impossibility of satisfactorily accounting for
electricity when calculating primary energy, it is not clear to me that a sustainable
energy path for the world as a whole necessarily means a decrease in primary energy
(as it is calculated) in New Zealand.

4.2 Measuring energy efficiency
National energy efficiency is generally measured in two ways. The first is in mixed
economic and physical terms and is an aggregate. The second is, generally, in purely
physical units and requires sectoral disaggregation.
The ratio, TPERfGDp2, is used by the lEA as an indicator of the energy efficiency of
a national economy. The higher this ratio is, the more energy is required to produce a
dollar of added value. The lEA has expressed concern about the steep rise in this ratio
for New Zealand; Bertram (1990a, 1990b) and Patterson (1989) have also focused on
this aberrant trend in recent work.
"New Zealand in 1960 was nearly equal to Japan in energy intensity,
and 20% below the OECD average. By 1988 our energy intensity
was two-and-a-half times Japan's and 50% above the OECD
1 The differences are not minor. In Table 6.1 of the "Energy data file" (Ministry of Commerce,
1991), total primary energy for 1989 is given as 637.7 PJ. A footnote states that hydro and
geothermal electricity have been converted to the equivalent amount of fuel required to be burned
to generate this amount cf electricity at 33% efficiency. However, if 1 kWh of hydroelectricity is
deemed equivalent to 3.6 MJ, total primary energy falls by 166 PJ, a decrease of 26%.
2 TPER == total primary energy requirement. GDP == gross domestic product.
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average... The 1989 figures compared with 1988 show Japan still
falling, Australia rising very slightly, and New Zealand, jumping by a
further 11 % n (Bertram, 1990a, p.2).

This indicator appears to meet the Wisconsin criteria reasonably well. It integrates
physical and economic factors and is a data transformation with some meaning, namely
the productivity (as conventionally interpreted) of our energy consumption. However,
it suffers from problems of aggregation.
The reference values (Criterion 4) are the equivalent ratios in other OECD countries.
The difficulties of comparing the GDP of one country with another are well
documented (for example, Bertram, 1990b, p.l); the difficulties of comparing the
primary energy requirement of one country with another, as discussed above, are not as
widely understood. For both these reasons, the time series of the ratio for a single
country is more reliable than comparisons of the ratio between countries.
Other factors mean that aggregated international comparisons must not be interpreted
too simplistically. For example, as discussed in the previous section, a country may
have very energy efficient industries but have an export mix comprising mainly
energy-intensive goods. The Brundtland low energy path is a global not a national
objective.
In spite of its popularity, the indicator, TPER/GDP tells us very little. To assess
energy efficiency rigorously, sectoral comparisons on a fairly detailed level must be
done.
In a landmark paper comparing energy use in Sweden and the United States3 , Schipper
and Lichtenberg (1976) had to gather information down to a very disaggregated
sectoral level before the data began to have much meaning. For instance, they found
that the energy required to produce paper in the United States was 9.5 kWh per kg,
whereas in Sweden it was only 6.6 kWh per kg.4
Suitable indicators of this kind for major sectors might be:
water heating energy per household (or per capita?),
space heating energy per household per degree-day,
transport energy per person-km,
transport energy per tonne-km,

3 Schipper and Lichtenburg asked the question: Why do Swedes use less than two thirds as much
energy per capita as Americans but have the same standard of living? Their aim was to illuminate
strategies for reducing energy consumption.
4 In their paper, fuels were expressed in terms of equivalent electricity.
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lighting energy per square metre of commercial buildings,
embodied energy per kg in paper, cement, fertiliser, etc.
Even specific indicators of energy efficiency like these are not really satisfactory. For
instance, a country may have very efficient transport modes but city structures that
result in the need to travel long distances. Transport energy per person-km may be low
but total transport energy will be high if people are travelling many kilometres.
Ultimately the focus must be on the services that energy provides, not on energy per
se.
For indicators of energy efficiency, the ultimate reference value is the second law
efficiency of the process, provided it can be calculated. 5 The second law of
thermodynamics can be used to study a process; often an energy requirement can be
reduced enormously by changing the process or redefining the task. An obvious
example is the microwave oven. Microwave ovens are far more efficient than
conventional ovens because the task has been redefined from heating the air inside the
oven to heating the food directly.
Of more immediate interest than purely physical indicators of energy efficiency for
different industrial sectors would be MJ per $ of added value. Such an indicator
would be of interest, for example, in the current debate over privatisation of the
Manapouri power plant. The MJ per $ of added value must be very large for
aluminium, both because of the electricity required for reducing the oxide but also
because most of the aluminium leaves New Zealand as ingots and value is added
offshore. Thus, our prime energy reserve is being used for little national economic
gain.

4.3 Measuring medium term energy security
How vulnerable is New Zealand to changes in oil markets? A concern about New
Zealand's dependence on imported oil is still evident in statistical publications. As
already noted in Section 2.4, the "Energy data file" contains a table giving New
Zealand's oil imports in both quantity and cost (Ministry of Commerce, 1991, p.52).
The first energy table in the "New Zealand official yearbook" is titled "Trends in the
consumption of primary energy" and has a column giving imported oil as a percentage
of the total. This is shown rising from a low of 11 % in 1924 to a high of 58% in 1974
and back down to 24 % in 1988. However, this ratio is a poor indicator of energy
security; it ignores the "apples and oranges" problem of conversion to primary energy
5 A description of the use of the second law of thermodynamics for determining theoretical maxima
for the energy efficiency of different processes is given in Chapter 9 of Wright (1991).
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discussed in Section 4.16 and appears to rest on an assumption of infinite
substitutability of one fuel for another. An improvement appropriate to New Zealand's
situation might be net imported petroleum as a percentage of total petroleum
consumption7 . This suggestion goes to the other extreme by implying no other
indigenous fuels can substitute for petroleum but is, on balance, more pertinent to New
Zealand's energy security problem.
The Wisconsin group evaluated the indicator "energy imports as a percentage of energy
consumption" in terms of their nine criteria (Liverman et al., 1988, p.141). They
noted that it has some strengths but concluded that overall its usefulness is rather
limited, citing the lack of any meaningful reference value as a major weakness. They
suggest an improvement - "energy imports as a percentage of mercantile exports" .

"Its greatest advantage ... is that it directly relates the flow of
commercial energy imports to the ability to pay for those imports,
which must in the long run come from exports. Thus, it is clearly a
superior data transformation with regard to integrating information
on energy flows with the economic capacity to pay for those flows.
The indicator also has some meaningful threshold values ....
Exceeding a certain fraction of exports on a long-term basis to pay
for energy imports would be a useful predictor of impending economic
diffiCUlties" (Liverman et al., 1988, pp.141-142).
The term "mercantile exports" is not one used in New Zealand and opinions from
analysts in the Department of Statistics are that it refers to export goods as opposed to
total exports, that is, goods and services. If this is so, the improved indicator proposed
by the Wisconsin group does not appear to make much sense since the export of
services (tourism, knowledge, and so on) also helps to pay for oil imports.
The other side of energy security, or at least of oil security, is the country's reserves of
indigenous oil. In fact, for evidence of a continuing concern about energy security,
one need look no further than the pre-election promise by the current Government of
tax breaks for oil exploration.
A standard indicator of fossil fuel reserves is the reserve index. Reserve indices are
expressed as RIP ratios, that is, reserves/production assuming that production continues
at the current levels. This gives the lifetime of the reserve, all else remaining equal.

6 "Imports can be more than 100% of consumption due to electricity accounting procedures"
(Liverman, et at., 1988, p.141).
7 Net petroleum should be used because some of the petrol produced in the Motunui plant is
exported.
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Such reserve indices can be found in British Petroleum's annual "Statistical review of

world energy".
Reserve indices can be very volatile because they are so sensitive to the current rate of
production. It is an interesting exercise to calculate RIP ratios for New Zealand
natural gas through the eighties. In 1980, the reserve index for natural gas was 204
years; by 1986, it had fallen to 36 years (Ministry of Energy, 1980 and 1986).
Clearly, a large reserve index like 2000 years for coal has little meaning.
Another measure of the security of indigenous oil and gas could be provided by what
might be called a "prospectivity" indicator defined as cumulative metres drilled for
exploration divided by Petajoules of reserve discovered. A graph of the prospectivity
trend for New Zealand oil and gas has been constructed (pers. comm., James Baines,
1991). The graph begins at a high point with the discovery of the Kapuni field in the
fifties and falls to its lowest point in the sixties with the discovery of the Maui field.
The indicator has risen steadily through the seventies and eighties.
The prospectivity indicator is a more subtle indicator than that often used for measuring
the success of exploration, namely, dry holes out of total holes drilled.
Reserve indices and prospectivity indicators for natural gas and condensate are also
relevant to the issue discussed in Section 4.4.

4.4 Measuring a long term transition to renewables

For some years it has been common practice to divide energy sources into
nonrenewables and renewables. I have some difficulty with this; renewability is often
a matter of degree. Biomass is classified as a renewable energy form but how many
generations of pines could be grown on the same plot of ground? Soil fertility can be
mined. Conceivably, we could exhaust our soil by growing biomass for conversion to
transport fuels before we would run out of coal being mined for the same purpose.
In advocating a goal of a long term transition to a mix of renewables, there is more
involved than renewability. There is the notion of a mix - of spreading the risk and not
putting all our energy eggs into one basket. Further, because using renewables
generally involves using flows rather than stocks, the environmental impacts (in
general) are far less. It is because we are oxidising huge amounts of sulphur and
carbon in a few decades that we are exceeding the ability of the environment to act as a
sink for the oxides and the world faces the enormously serious problems of acid rain
and the greenhouse effect.
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Some suggestions for indicators for measuring the degree of a transition to renewables
are time series of:
fossil fuel electricity as a percentage of total electricity, and
and fossil fuels as a percentage of total primary energy.
However, there are problems with both of these. An increase in the first might be seen
as environmentally desirable if all the fossil fuel electricity were produced in
cogeneration plants where the "waste" energy from the electricity generation is useful
process energy. With the second, the electricity accounting problem recurs.
Another aspect of this issue is the size of indigenous reserves of nonrenewables. The
current economic wisdom assert~ that estimates of lifetimes of reserves and resources
are ultimately meaningless.

"As a natural resource becomes scarcer, its price rises, and more
investment goes into conserving it and finding substitutes... Long
before seven years' supply of oil was left, cars would have switched to
ethanol or would do several hundred miles to the gallon" (The
Economist, 1989).
There is some truth in this but nonetheless such assertions seem rather simplistic to
physical scientists. 8 Growing fuel to make ethanol will use fertile land that currently
produces food. The stores of hydrocarbons have been something of a "free lunch"; we
have been dining off assets not income and will probably have to pay a lot more for the
next course.
Thus the reserve indices and the prospectivity indicator discussed in the context of
energy security in Section 4.3 are also relevant in the context of a long term transition
to renewables.

4.5 Measuring changes in environmental costs
It is not difficult to devise some indicators for the environmental impacts of energy

production and use. Some, like the pH of rain, may not yet seem applicable to New
Zealand.
8 In this report I have sidestepped the debate about the extent to which economic indicators like
extraction costs reflect long run resource scarcity. One view based on the work by Barnett and
Morse (1963) is that because physical indicators take no I;lccount of technological change,
economic indicators are much better indicators of scarcity. An interesting challenge to this has
recently been issued by Richard Norgaard (1990). He maintains that the arguments in the
literature on economic indicators of long run scarcity are logically flawed and that economic
indicators are as likely to indicate ignorance as reality.
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Consider the greenhouse effect - one of the country's major energy issues. A reference
value for a carbon dioxide indicator exists because Government has adopted the target
of a 20% reduction in 1990 C02 emissions by 2000. Thus, a carbon dioxide indicator
would be most usefully expressed as a ratio - C02 in current year / C02 in 1990.
However, this indicator may be too simple for two reasons. Firstly, international
agreements, when they occur, are likely to focus on net rather than gross C02
emission. This would make the indicator more difficult but not impossible to
construct. Secondly, the real problem is not the C02 emission per se but the
greenhouse effect and, ideally, a greenhouse index comprising emissions of all
greenhouse gases weighted appropriately should be constructed.
Some energy-related environmental indicators particularly relevant to New Zealand
might be:
percentage of rivers left in the wild state, and
number of days per year Christchurch air pollution levels exceed World Health
Organisation recommended levels.
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5 Summary
*

If the concept of sustainable development is to be made operational, then
indicators of sustainable development are required.

*

Criteria for good indicators have been established.

*

The objective of this project was to formulate indicators of sustainable energy
development.

*

Before formulating such indicators, principles of sustainable energy development
must be developed. One must know what one is trying to measure.

*

A low impact energy path is central to sustainable development. Components of
a low impact energy path are an increase in the physical efficiency of energy use,
greater energy security, a transition to renewables and a reduction in
environmental costs associated with energy.

*

Even with such principles developed, it is not easy to formulate the indicators
themselves for a variety of reasons. These include a lack of reference values, the
arbitrary nature of boundaries and the difficulty of expressing different fuels in a
common unit.

*

Study and discussion of this publication is required before further progress can be
made.
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